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Abstract 

In order to realize the idea of pay-as-you-go (PAYG) data management which 

dataspace emphasizes, the very loosely structured data model is usually used to describe 

the massive, heterogeneous and dynamic data in dataspace. However, the present study 

mainly concentrates on the applications of the data model, and the query theory research 

is less. The query algebra is a theoretical foundation for query and its optimization in a 

PAYG fashion, so that how to establish a complete algebra based on the characteristics of 

loosely structured data model is an important problem need to be solved. In this paper, a 

formal definition of very loosely structured data model is given, then the query model and 

query algebra based on the model are proposed, which support to not only the operations 

such as set operators, selection, projection and join, but also association query in 

dataspace. 
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1. Introduction and Motivation 

How to manage mass, heterogeneous and evolving data efficiently is the major 

problem in data management field. However, the existing database systems and data 

integration technology require the hard up-front investment before powerful 

functionalities can be provided, and they are thus difficult to management such 

heterogeneous and evolving data timely [1, 2]. 
Dataspace proposed in year 2005 [2], a new style of pay-as-you-go (PAYG) data 

management, addresses the above challenges. Dataspace offers the services (e.g., search 

and query) on data in an incrementally, PAYG fashion, without requiring the expensive 

effort, and automatically enhance services over time. That is, the management system 

firstly offers the simple keyword-based query on data without requiring the expensive up-

front investment, and then gradually enhances services such as semantic search over time. 

The very loosely-structured data model is generally used in dataspace. This data model 

does not enforce a schema over the data. In contrast to the existing data models, this 

model can describe the heterogeneous data sources more easily with little up-front cost, 

which is more helpful to realize the idea of PAYG data management which dataspace 

emphasizes. Dataspace has triggered the great attention, and a lot of relevant research 

papers have been published in major conferences such as SIGMOD and VLDB [3-6]. 

However, these researches mainly discussed the construction of the loosely structured 

model and its query efficiency from the perspective of application, and the query theory 

research is less. The query theory is the solid foundation to realize query and its 

optimization in PAYG fashion, and how to build a complete query algebra based on the 

characteristics of loosely structured data model is a very important problem need to be 

solved. 

In this paper, we study query algebra based on the very loosely structured data model. 

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) We present a formal 

definition of very loosely structured data model; 2) We propose the query model and 
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query algebra, which support to not only the algebra operations such as set operators, 

selection, projection and join, but also association query in dataspace. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the 

works which relevant to our research. Section 3 gives the formal definition of very loosely 

structured data model. Section 4 proposes query model and query algebra based on the 

data model. Section 5 proposes association query. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper 

and outlines our future work. 

 

2. Related Work 

In [7], a data model similar to RDF was presented to describe the heterogeneous data 

as a set of triples. Then a system was proposed to support seamless search and querying 

on both structured and unstructured data. For example, a user may use a SQL query on 

unstructured data sources. The key to answer structured queries on unstructured data was 

as follows: Firstly, a given structured query was translated into a keyword query, and then 

the keyword query was answered over unstructured data. However, strictly speaking, 

RDF is not a very loosely structured data model [8], the data model in [7] is thus not a 

very loosely structured data model too. 
The authors of [9] presented a very loosely structured data model named iDM, which 

described all personal information (e.g., Word documents, relational data, XML, file 

content, folder hierarchies, email and data streams) into resource view graph. A resource 

view was a 4-tuple representing name component, tuple component, content component, 

and group component. The components of resource view can express structured, semi-

structured and unstructured pieces of data, and these resource views are linked to each 

other to form resource view graph. The authors also presented a query language iQL, 

which was similar in spirit to NEXI [10], to query iDM model. iQL is composed of 

keyword expressions and XPath navigational restrictions, and it supports to query a 

resource view graph without requiring semantic integration. iQL also defines the 

extensible algebraic operations such as join and grouping. Moreover, iQL includes some 

features important for a dataspace management system, such as support to updates and 

continuous queries. 

In [11], a general model of dataspace was presented, this model was composed of data 

objects, where each data object was a collection of data items, which were formed by 

attribute–value pairs. Then a theory of search queries was proposed, and the applications 

of the theory to classical database relations and to attribute–value dataspace were 

presented. Moreover, associative search and semijoin algebra were discussed. 

Based on the data model in [11], the authors of [12] proposed an entity retrieval model 

for web data. This model is more expressive for describing semi-structured information 

found in distributed and heterogeneous web data sources. Then a boolean search model 

was proposed, and the query algebra similar to the relational query algebra was 

introduced. 

In summary, there is not the unified standard for the definition of very loosely 

structured data model, and the corresponding query models for these data models also 

have their own characteristics. The study of the query theory is relatively few and not 

mature, therefore it still need further research. 

 

3. Data Model 

In recent years, some very loosely structured data models are proposed for different 

scenes. However, there are some weaknesses in these models. For example, iDM focus on 

describing a sequence of ordered relationship among data sources [9], and it is less 

convenient to describe more complex relationship. The model in [11] describes the edge 

(relationship) by attribute–value pairs, so it is not easy to distinguish between the 

attributes of entity and the relationship among entities. Therefore, in [13, 14] we propose 
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the definition of more general model, which using the concept of edge to describe the 

relationships. In this paper, we further refine the formal definition of very loosely 

structured data model VLDM based on our model in [13, 14]. 

Definition 1. (VLDM) The data in dataspace is described by a VLDM, denoted as 

  : ( , )G N E , where N is a set of nodes
1{ , , }kN N , each node

iN is a collection of 

attribute-value pairs, each value can be atomic, a bag of words or text content. E is a 

set of labeled, directed edges ( , , )i jN N L , where , ,i jN N N i j   and L is a label 

which can be a null value. 

Definition 2. (attribute-value pairs) each node
iN is a set of attribute-value pairs, 

denoted as 
1 1{( , ), ( , )}i i i i

i n nN a v a v  . A is a set of attributes, and V is a set of values, 

then ( , )i i

k ka v A V  , 1 k n  . 

Definition 3. (blank node) 
iN called blank node if 

iN  . Specially, if node has 

attribute-value pair ( , )a v , and a or v is uncertain, then they may be null values, 

denoted as ( , )null v  or ( , )a null . 
 

 

Figure 1. VLDM Describes Scholar Information In Dataspace 

Figure 1 shows that VLDM describes scholar information in dataspace, where nodes 

1N  and 2N describe author information, 3N  describes conference information, 

4N describes paper information, and 5N  is a blank node. VLDM is a very loosely 

structured data model, in which the data is not necessarily to be conformed to a uniform 

schema. That is, the set of attributes of each node may be different, and even there exist 

the nodes without attribute-value pairs (blank nodes) which are used to describe uncertain 

information. Furthermore, edge describes any kind of relationships among nodes, and can 

be a null value if the edge has not an explicit label. Specifically, when there is not any 

connection between nodes, E  . 

 

4. Query Model and Query Algebra 

Definition 4. (query model) For a given G, assume N and E are both finite sets, and 

G is a complete set, i.e., there must be no node kN , which satisfies 

conditions: kN G  and at the same time kN  in E (e.g., edge ( , , )k jN N L ). Then a 

query Q returns the result Q(G) which selects a subset of nodes, i.e., Q(G)⊆G. 

The best-effort query is requested for the dataspace system, that is, the system firstly 

provides the simple keyword-based query with little up-front investment, with time, more 
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powerful functionalities (e.g., semantic query and search) are provided gradually when 

more efforts are invested. According to these query characteristics, we define the query 

expressions as follows. 

Definition 5. (keyword query expression) The expressions of keyword query are 

given as follows: 

exp := k | exp logop exp, 

where k is a keyword, the logical operators are denoted as logop:= and | or | not. exp(G) is 

the result of exp, which returns those nodes containing the keyword k, i.e., 

exp(G):= { | ' ' }i i iN N G k W    

where W is a set of terms (such as attribute, value and the label of edge) in G, and 

iW  is the terms set of node 
iN . 

Example 1. Let exp:= 'Ling Sun' and 'email' , then 

exp(G):= { | 'Ling Sun' 'email' }i i i iN N G W W     . 

exp(G) returns the node 
2N containing the keyword “ Ling Sun ”and “ email ”(see Figure 

1). 

 

Definition 6. (attribute–value pairs query expression) The query expressions of attribute–

value pairs are given as follows: 

exp:=(a : v) | exp logop exp, 
where (a : v) is a attribute–value pair (a , v). Specially, we use a wildcard * to describe 

attributes or values. For example, we represent the attribute–value pair (*, v) and (a, *) as 

(*: v) and (a :*), respectively. 

exp(G) is the result of exp, which returns those nodes containing the attribute–value pair 

(a , v) , i.e., 

exp(G):= { | ( , ) }i i i iN N G a v A V     

 

Example 2. Let exp:= (name: Tong Wu), then 

exp(G):= { | (name Tong Wu) }i i i iN N G A V   ,  

exp(G) returns the node 1N  containing the attribute-value pair (name, Tong Wu) (see 

Figure 1). 

 

In order to utilize relational algebra theory, we describe VLDM by the classical 

relational databases. 

 

Definition 7. (relational representation of VLDM) The nodes and their attribute-

value pairs in VLDM are represented by relational 

schema ( ,  ,  )R Nid attr val , Nid N , and ( ,  )attr val A V  , where Nid, attr and val 

represent node identifier, attribute and value, respectively. Otherwise, all edges in 

VLDM, which defined by the form of ( , , )k jN N L , are represented by relational 

schema '( , 1, )R Nid Nid L . Dataspce thus may be represented by the set of triples. 

 

According to relational algebra theory, we present the following definition: 

 

Definition 8. (set operations) Intersection: 1 2 1 2|R R t t R t R    { }, 

Union: 1 2 1 2{ }R R t t R t R    ∣ , 

Difference: 1 2 1 2{ }R R t t R t R    ∣ , 

where R1 and R2 are relations, t is a tuple. 
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The result of set operations can be seen as a subset of the dataspace graph G, 

where Nid represents node, ( ,  )attr val represents the attribute-value pair of node, 

and ( , 1, )Nid Nid L  represents an edge. 

 

Definition 9. (selection operation) the selection operation defines a view relation that 

contains only some of R's tuples that satisfy some condition K . The selection operation 

can be denoted as 

  { ( ) }k R t t R K t true    ∣ , 

where K is the conditional expression, its result is either "true" or "false". 

The result of selection operation can be seen as a subset of the dataspace graph G that 

satisfies some condition K . For example, 'conference' 'VLDB' ( )attr val R    returns the node 

3N  which contains the attribute-value pair (conference, VLDB). 

 

Definition 10. (projection operation) the projection operation produces a new relation 

from a relation R, this new relation contains only some of R's columns, which can be 

denoted as: 

1, , 1, , 1, ,( ) { | ( ) ( ) }j jk j jk j jkR t t t A R       ,  

where  1, ,j jkA    are the set of attributes.  

For example, ( )Nid R returns the collection of nodes in G. 

 

Definition 11. (join operation) the join operation defines a relation containing the tuples 

which satisfies the condition B C  from the Cartesian product of R1 and R2. The join 

operation can be denoted as: 

¼
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2{ , | [ ] [ ]}

B C
R R t t t R t R t B t C


    >< , 

where θ may be one of the comparison operators (e.g., <, >, =), B is the attribute 

from R1, and C is the attribute from R2. 

Example 3. Find all nodes matching keyword "VLDB" and containing the attribute-value 

pair (author, Ming Li). The query expression and the algebra operations are given as 

follows: 

exp:= 'VLDB' (author :Ming Li)and   

exp(G)= ' '  author 'Ming Li '( ( )) ( ( ))Nid val VLDB Nid attr valR R        

 

Theorem 1. For relational representation of VLDM, its relational algebra operations are 

complete. 

Proof. By literature [15], the set of relational algebra operations { , , , , }    >< is 

complete. Relational algebra operations of VLDM can simulate these five basic 

operations (See the definition of 8-11). Therefore, its relational algebra operations are also 

complete.  

 

5. Association Query 

Association query based on the edges (relationships) is one of the important 

characteristics for dataspace query in a PAYG fashion. Association query can find 

out not only the nodes satisfy the query conditions, but also the nodes that are 

related to those nodes. 
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For example, we can use association query to find out the scholar Tong Wu's colleague 

(see Figure 1). Firstly, we find the node N1 which contains the attribute-value pairs (name, 

Tong Wu), and then we find that this node having an edge labeled "Colleague of", so, the 

query result is N2, the other node of this edge, which having an attribute-value pairs 

(name, Ling Sun). That is, Ling Sun is Tong Wu's colleague. 

In the above example, we determine whether one pair of nodes having the 

colleague relationship by an edge labeled “Colleague of”. The edges which actually 

exist in the graph G called extensional edges. In contrast to extensional edges, 

intensional edges are computed in query processing. The data relationships in 

dataspace require to be described gradually and dynamically, thus, it is very 

important that intensional edges may be computed lazily. To this end, we define the 

following association query expressions for querying (computing) extensional edges 

and intensional edges. 

 

Definition 12. (association query expression)The association query expressions are 

defined as follows: 

 exp:= Edge(lable,[ ( )]) exp1l , 

where ( )l  is optional, it is used to query intensional edges, and it discovers all node 

pairs which satisfy the condition. 

exp(G):={ | exp1( ) (( , , ) ( , ) ( ))}i i j i j i jN N G N G N N lable E or N N l      ,   

the result of exp(G) is the nodes which having an edge with a given label, or satisfying the 

condition ( )l . 

 

We can use a wildcard * to describe an uncertain label. For example, the query 
expressions “Edge (*) exp1” return those nodes which are connected with the 
nodes in exp1(G) 

 

Example 4. 1) exp:= Edge (Colleague of) (name: Tong Wu) 

Then the query result exp(G) returns the nodes which are connected with the nodes 

containing the attribute-value pairs (name, Tong Wu) and having an edge with a label 

“Colleague of”. 

2) exp:= Edge (Colleague of, (Colleague of ) ) (name: Tong Wu) 

Where (Colleague of ) : ( . . )i jN workunit N workunit   ,which is used to judge if there 

exists a colleague relationship in the node pair ( , )i jN N . 

Then the query result exp(G) returns not only the nodes which are connected with those 

nodes containing the attribute-value pairs (name, Tong Wu) and having an edge with a 

label “Colleague of”, but also the nodes which satisfy the query conditions 

(Colleague of ) . 

 

Note that, (Colleague of ) can be computed in query processing. For each pair of 

nodes which satisfy the condition (Colleague of ) , we may add one intensional edge 

labeled “Colleague of” between two nodes in the graph G, thus, intensional edges can be 

added dynamically in a PAYG fashion. 

 

In the following, we present the relational algebra of association query. The definition 

of semijoin operation is similar to the traditional relational algebra. Specially, we define 

 -semijoin as follows: 

 

Definition 13. ( -semijoin) -semijoin which satisfies the condition is denoted as 

1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2{ [ ] [ ]}
B C

R R t R t R t B t C


     > ∣ . 
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Theorem 2. (algebra operations of association query) for a given query expressions 

“exp:= Edge(lable,[ ( )]) exp1l ”, assume the nodes in exp1(G) are represented by 

relational schema
1R , then exp(G) is given by: 

1) if exp:= Edge(lable) exp1, then 

exp(G):=
1

1 1
'. 1 .

(( ( ')) ) )Nid l lable
R Nid R Nid

R R  

>  ① 

2) if exp:= Edge(lable, ( )) exp1l , then 

exp(G):= 
1

1 1
'. 1 .

(( ( ')) ) )Nid l lable
R Nid R Nid

R R  

>

1 . 1

1
. . .

( )Nid
R Nid R Nid R B R C

R R



 

 >       

Proof. By Definition 12, exp(G) in the first case returns the nodes  which are connected 

with those nodes in
1R  having an edge with a given label, i.e., the node set in the exp(G) 

satisfies { | exp1( ) ( , , ) }i i j i jN N G N G N N lable E     . Obviously, exp(G) can be 

computed by the algebra operations 
1

1 1
'. 1 .

(( ( ')) ) )Nid l lable
R Nid R Nid

R R  

> , then Formula 

is proved. 

exp(G) in the second case returns not only the nodes which satisfy the conditions ( )l , 

but also the nodes from the query results in the first case. On the other hand, the nodes 

which satisfy the conditions ( )l  can be computed by the algebra operations 

1 . 1

1
. . .

( )Nid
R Nid R Nid R B R C

R R



 

> , then Formula is proved. 

 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we present a formal definition of very loosely structured data model 

VLDM, then we propose a query model and query algebra for VLDM, which support to 

not only the basic algebra operations but also association query in dataspace. 
In the future, we plan to study the query optimization in a PAYG fashion. VLDM is a 

special kind of graph model, and the key to the study is how to find the appropriate edge 

(relationship) for querying paths. Therefore, we will research this issue by referencing the 

query optimization theory on graph model. 
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